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The scale and persistence of the demonstrations express growing discontent among broad layers of the population with the existing capitalist order.

The mass demonstrations against Bolsonaro and the fight for socialism in Brazil
As Brazilian democracy faces a crisis of legitimacy ... clergy are capable of strengthening democratic commitment and participation … and of reinforcing conservative politics to tip the balance of ...

Religion and Brazilian Democracy
This is a book about democracy in Latin ... in three Latin American countries—Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico—during the recent, “third wave” of democratization.¹ This story emphasizes the role of ...

Democracy and the Public Space in Latin America
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.

Today’s Premium Stories
Both instances are good examples of direct democracy in action within the context of a representative democracy. In this article, we at Tindak Malaysia would like to explain what direct democracy ...

Direct democracy options for Malaysia
Una comisión internacional de derechos humanos llegó a Colombia para investigar la brutal represión del Gobierno de derecha contra las y los manifestantes tras la huelga general convocada en abril. Má ...

Human Rights Investigators Probe Deadly Colombian Government Crackdown on Protests
by shutting down democracy [at home]. The problem with this strategic shift is that it modifies Chavismo. At one time, Chavismo had broadened the mechanisms of democratic participation, public ...
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A Counterhegemonic Approach to Human Rights: A Conversation with Antonio González Plessmann
However, as we know from the experience in countries such as the United States, India and Brazil ... would deepen our democracy, oppose corruption and push for more public participation in ...

South Africa: Democracy in Peril
participation rates are very low, it's 30%, sometimes lower than that. We need engagement. That is very far from one man, one vote, which is the mantra around liberal democracy. We want voters ...

Dambisa Moyo: inequality, growth, and the failure of liberal democracy
We initially proposed system justification theory to account for the “participation by disadvantaged ... on system justification and implicit activation of the justice motive.

Psychology Today
Voters surged to the polls in large numbers in 2016, and in record-breaking proportions in the 2018 and 2020 elections; Democrats won the popular ... he is dubious that participation will fall ...

How Democrats can defy history in 2022
popular insistence for transparency in government and constitutional reforms, including an overhaul of the judicial system. Photo: El Salvadoran President Mauricio Funes, Brasilia, Brazil, ...

Global Insider: El Salvador Constitutional Crisis Has Deep Roots
Both ladies, Senator Lucia Topolansky and Deputy Ivonne Passada belong to the Movement of Popular Participation ... 25th anniversary of the return to democracy in Uruguay and in that period ...

Uruguay: New parliament with women leaders in both houses
The Ibrahim Index of African Governance, a gauge popular ... democracy and participation have either stagnated or declined, he said. “On the balance, things deteriorated,” Ibrahim said. Brazil ...

COVID-19 WRAP | 10,800 Covid-19 cases in Gauteng in 24 hours as 17,400 new infections recorded in SA
But after the huge turnout in 2020, he is dubious that participation will fall as far ... Democrats need to win about 51-52% of the national popular vote to secure a House majority, Podohorzer ...
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